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As investors increasingly look for personalized investment solutions, direct indexing strategies are becoming  
more and more popular. In this paper, we demonstrate a scalable path to offering personalized index-based  
portfolios that is simultaneously attractive to clients and sustainable and efficient for advisors and firms who  
want to offer these strategies.



Direct indexing  
is gaining popularity, 
but can you make  
it practical ? 

SECTION I:
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Over the past few years passive investing (index 
investing) has grown tenfold. At the same time 
investors have demanded the ability to express their 
environmental, social and other values through their 
investments, and the costs of owning (trading) individual 
equities has plummeted. Direct Indexing is the logical 
result of the intersection of these trends, allowing 
investors to have the benefits of index exposure, 
individual stock ownership and expression of their 
personal preferences. More recently, major brokerages 
– such as Fidelity and Schwab, have expanded access to 
fractional shares, putting direct equity ownership in the 
hands of lower net worth investors, and further increasing 
the popularity and demand for direct index investing. 
Recently, at least one robo-advisor has begun to offer 
direct indexing capabilities to retail investors.

Although direct indexing has gained lots of increased 
attention and interest of late, firms like Natixis and 
Parametric have already brought hundreds of millions of 
dollars under management within directly-indexed-like 
separately managed account (SMA) offerings. While ESG 
and other forms of personalization are gaining popularity 
and momentum and increasingly being expressed in 
these vehicles, to date the key driver in the usage of 
these solutions has been the superior tax management.

While the potential upside is very real, so too are the 
challenges for investment professionals who want 
to offer these strategies. Direct indexing can require 
labor-intensive management and trading across 
portfolios, increasing exponentially when managing for 
many clients, and that’s before you layer on managing 
and trading fractional shares, personalization and  
tax management.

Fortunately, there is an effective alternative to inefficient 
manual workflows. In this paper, we’ll demonstrate a 
superior path to managing direct indexing at scale that 
is simultaneously attractive to clients and the firms that 
serve them.

As an industry leader in personalized portfolios, and 
a leader in scalable portfolio construction technology, 
Vestmark is uniquely situated to deliver and capitalize  
on the direct indexing opportunity. 
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Capitalizing on the direct  
indexing opportunity Why Not Just An Index Fund?

The familiar index fund – a passive instrument that  
allows investors to track an established index, such  
as the S&P 500 – is now undergoing a transformation. 
Today, index funds face a new challenger that is attracting 
a considerable amount of attention: the “direct index.” 

In the traditional index fund, investors acquire shares  
of a mutual fund or exchange-traded fund (ETF) that 
replicates or mirrors a familiar market index. By applying 
this passive approach, investors forego the potential  
alpha – i.e., “beating” the market – for greater stability, 
enjoying superior net returns by reducing or nearly 
eliminating the fees associated with asset trading. 

Like the traditional index fund, the idea of investing 
directly in the index and owning the underlying securities 
– via a separately managed account (SMA) – can offer 
favorable net returns and offers distinct advantages, such 
as greater accommodation of individual investor appetites 
and values (such as social screens, ESG, etc.), as well as 
attractive opportunities to exploit tax losses for greater 
after-tax returns, especially as fractional shares allow for 
these solutions to be offered to mass-affluent investors.

SOURCE: Cerulli Associates. 3Q US Managed Accounts Edge, 2020.
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According to Cerulli Associates’ research, more than  
two thirds of surveyed asset managers consider  
“ESG” and “tax management” to be the significant 
opportunities for direct index customization.

Asset Managers’ Assessment  
of the Opportunity for Direct  
Indexing Customization, 2020



Achieving tax alpha
Perhaps the greatest advantage of direct indexing, the 
one that has captured both investor imaginations and 
media attention, is the ability to manage tax impacts 
at the individual investor level and optimize after-tax 
returns, thereby adding “tax alpha.”

Owning individual securities enables managers to have 
much more direct control of the realization of gains 
and the leveraging of losses in individual portfolios, 
making the direct or customized index portfolio an 
exciting opportunity for greater after-tax returns. Keep in 
mind, however, that active tax management introduces 
new complexities that multiply with scale and require 
automation, including the ability to trade specific tax lots, 
and the need to manage tax harvesting while remaining 
in compliance with wash sales regulations. 

Accommodating personal preferences
For some, investing is not just a means for creating 
or sustaining wealth, but of asserting their values: 
putting their money where their mouth is. The index 
fund’s “all or nothing” approach cannot accommodate 
individual preferences, stock by stock. But direct equity 
ownership allows for investor discretion. Managers can 
offer investors options for “environmental, social and 
governance” (ESG) choices, adding or deleting stocks 
depending on their conformance to investor values. 

Applying investment styles and factor tilts
Different investors have different objectives. Some want 
income, some expect growth, others seek optimal tax 
advantages, some have preferences that skew toward 
various industries, business models, or even geographic 
regions. As with ESG preferences, direct indexing allows 
advisors and their clients to apply overlays to their SMAs 
to reflect these goals. 

As advisors compete for share of wallet and to land new 
relationships, the ability to get to know their clients and 
express their clients’ goals and personal preferences 
in their investment solutions helps to deepen those 
relationships, leading to better retention, more referrals, 
and better growth prospects.
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Appealing beyond the high-net-worth market
While direct indexed strategies – personalized or not – 
don’t rely on fractional shares to be implemented, the 
advent of custodians offering fractional shares and the 
emergence of a new paradigm in which the cost of equity 
trades is converging to zero are coming together to 
enable firms to offer these strategies to a much broader 
set of investors. By employing fractional shares, firms can 
offer strategies to smaller clients as well as create fully 
diversified asset allocation solutions leveraging direct 
indexing. Solutions offered can simply track an index, 
can offer some form of personalization, and/or offer tax 
management. Because fractional shares enable these 
strategies to be implemented for much smaller account 
sizes, these solutions become attractive for both taxable 
and non-taxable accounts.

More closely follow the index
Whether managing a direct-indexed strategy for a 
high-net-worth client, a mass affluent client, or multiple 
strategies as part of an overall diversified asset 
allocation, fractional shares enable closer adherence 
to the index – for example, the client can hold all 500 
stocks in the S&P 500 index. And personal preferences 
can be layered on in a much more precise way, leaving 
the remainder of the holdings in the index ‘intact’ or  
true to the index.

Putting the pieces together
Particularly with the help of fractional shares, a fully 
diversified multi-asset class solution can be personalized 
and managed for clients, combining direct index 
sleeves – where direct equity ownership is feasible – 
with ETFs where it’s more efficient or effective to own 
pooled vehicles (such may be the case for small cap) 
and manager-traded fixed income SMAs – where index 
replication is more difficult. The graphic below illustrates 
an example of such a portfolio in a Vestmark Tailored 
Advisory Portfolio™ (TAP) UMA solution.

Such a portfolio offers not only the freedom for 
personalization across a large percentage of the 
asset classes, but also offers the opportunity for tax 
management in all of the sleeves where the investor 
holds the individual stocks or bonds.

Regardless of the role you’re playing in a portfolio 
leveraging direct index or personalized index solutions 
– whether you’re an SMA manager directly trading 
sleeve(s), an overlay manager overseeing the overall 
portfolio, or the advisor working with the client to 
personalize and direct the portfolio – streamlined and 
automated workflows are key to efficiently and scalably 
trading and rebalancing across client accounts. And 
seamless connectivity between asset managers and 
broker dealers is critical.
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For illustrative purposes only.

Combining Direct Index Sleeves in  
a Tailored Advisory Portfolio™ (TAP)
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What stands  
in the way? 

SECTION II:
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Overcoming obstacles to offering 
direct indexing strategies
For many firms, the idea of a direct indexing offering 
stimulates interest, yet remains an ideal difficult to 
implement. The chief obstacles include the conflicting 
demands of customization versus scale, the need for 
immediate connectivity among multiple parties, and the 
complexities of the pursuit of tax alpha.

Manual approaches are nearly impossible to scale
By design, direct indexing via manager traded SMA 
portfolios explicitly demands the ability to manage and 
trade individual equities, which can be very difficult to 
scale across thousands of accounts when personalization 
and/or tax management is layered on and/or when 
fractional shares are involved. Direct indexed SMAs and 
UMA sleeves can be frequently rebalanced, given the 
nature of index investing. Trading one account manually 
may be feasible; managing thousands while maintaining 
individual account variations is virtually impossible.

In an industry where timely action is table-stakes, 
complex manual workloads can undermine the ability 
to sustain growth, take on retail-sized accounts, build 
reputations, and achieve successful outcomes.

Investment managers must communicate quickly  
and seamlessly with multiple distribution firms
Large books of business involve a sizable number of 
distribution firms. Directly logging in to multiple firms’ 
platforms to trade is simply too cumbersome and too 
slow to be managed at scale. Managers cannot afford 
delays; centralized connections to multiple distribution 
firms must be made available at their fingertips, not  
only to create efficient workflows, but to optimize 
investment outcomes. And the ability to seamlessly  
and quickly add new distribution partners as 
opportunities arise is critical to growth.

 



Fulfilling direct 
indexing through
technology. 

SECTION III:
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It’s all about automating workflows
and accurate tax-lot data
In an age of increasing digitization of fundamental 
business practices, it will surprise no one to learn that 
technology is stepping up to the back-office challenges 
of direct indexing management. The key, however, is 
to select technology with the features and functions 
conducive to sophisticated management at scale. 

Manual management is simply impractical at high 
volumes. Automated workflows not only accelerate 
action, but through alerts, heatmaps, and other prompts, 
reduce the opportunity for human error or inattentive 
oversight, thereby both enabling growth and helping 
to manage risk. Managing and rebalancing accounts to 
maintain alignment with an index is efficient, streamlined, 
and can be done across an entire book of business as 
large as hundreds of thousands of accounts in a scalable 
way. Rebalancing can be done in minutes.

Scalable customization in trading and rebalancing
The core challenge to direct and custom index trading 
and rebalancing is maintaining the individual distinctions 
for personalization and tax-management while facilitating 
rapid action across thousands – or even hundreds of 
thousands - of portfolios and SMAs. 

With many portfolio accounting and trading tools, 
firms face an “either/or” dilemma: either you keep the 
distinctions by working manually, or you automate trades 
at scale. Neither is acceptable or feasible in this case.

Fortunately, the technology exists to rebalance many 
thousands of accounts within a common, automated 
workflow, even when thousands of those accounts are 
personalized. The best platforms incorporate an internal 
logic that accommodates individual account factors within 
the rebalancing process, preserving the personalization 
and tax-management postures that make direct and 
customized indexing attractive, all within a rules-based 
automated trading and rebalancing workflow.

Tax-sensitive trading power
Manually managing tax treatment at the sleeve or 
account level for each account can quickly overwhelm 
a firm’s scale and capacity. To support a scalable direct 
indexing SMA offering, the ideal technology must offer 
tax-aware automated trading and rebalancing workflows 
and transparency into tax lots at the custodian. The ability 
to identify and automatically trade against specific tax 
lots in a tax sensitive way – all in a seamless automated 
workflow – enables managers to scale and offer value-
added tax alpha.

To facilitate client-centric tax management, strong 
solutions provide graphic representations, like heatmaps, 
that can help managers quickly target accounts with 
unrealized gain/loss positions. In addition, the technology 
should provide automated workflows for tax harvesting, 
reinvesting proceeds in replacement securities, and 
remaining in-line with wash sale rules.

Tax management requires real-time visibility into tax-lots
None of the automation of tax management – from the 
automated trading of advantageous tax lots to seamless 
tax-loss harvesting workflows – can be accomplished, 
nor can true tax management be achieved without real-
time visibility into tax-lots being held. For multi-sleeve 
UMA accounts, true sleeve-accounting and the ability  
to move lots between sleeves is also critical. 
Transparency into the tax-lots being held must be 
maintained by daily automated reconciliation with the 
custodian. Automated tax-aware trading can only be 
accomplished if a platform has communications and 
connectivity with the custodians at the tax-lot level AND 
if the tax-lots are in sync with the custodian at the start of 
trading each day. This is fundamental to enabling any sort 
of truly automated tax management – whether using a 
separate optimizer or not.
 



Vestmark 
technology
in action. 

SECTION IV:
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For more than fifteen years, Vestmark has been 
supporting the Managed Portfolio Advisors (MPA) division 
of Natixis, a large multi-national firm, and their offering of 
tax-managed equity SMA, index-based SMA, and asset 
allocation portfolio-based UMA solutions. MPA manages 
more than $36B and nearly 30,000 accounts on the 
VestmarkONE® platform.

Partnering with Vestmark, they achieved rapid time to 
market, low-effort deployment leveraging Vestmark’s 
outsourced back-office services. Natixis selected 
Vestmark for six key reasons overall:
 • Scale and efficiency of rebalancing  
  thousands of accounts
 • Efficiency of personalization and tax  
  management workflows 
 • True tax lot and sleeve accounting to  
`  support their tax-managed strategies
 • Scale to accommodate volumes and growth
 • Seamless connectivity to distribution partners
 • Ability to outsource back-office operations 
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The Managed Portfolio Advisors 
Division of Natixis has relied  
upon Vestmark for more than 
15 years to deliver their unique 
investment solutions

Specific to the index-based SMA, MPA 
was focused on VestmarkONE’s superior 
tax and sleeve accounting capabilities:
Because tax management is the key feature of  
this investment solution, the daily reconciliation at the  
tax-lot level, ability to instruct custodians to trade vs. 
purchase (and to override default lots), the ability to 
swap lots across sleeves of a UMA (particularly when 
other managers in the UMA are trading) and true sleeve 
accounting to keep all of the sleeves and managers truly 
segregated were key selling-points on the Vestmark 
technology. All of these are done in automated workflows, 
eliminating manual work and error-prone analog 
communications with custodians. VestmarkONE’s ability 
to seamlessly integrate with this firm’s optimizer was also 
an important factor. “If you can’t reconcile tax lots to the 
custodian and you can’t communicate to the custodian  
the tax lots you want sold, you quickly get out of sync  
and lose the ability to truly tax manage any account”  
said Curt Overway, the President of the Managed  
Portfolio Advisors division of Natixis.



Scale and efficiency of rebalancing,  
personalization, and tax management
The ability to maintain an automated rebalancing 
workflow across tens or even hundreds of thousands 
of accounts – including accounts with personalization, 
customized screens, individual restrictions, etc. was a  
key factor in Natixis’ selection of Vestmark to support 
their overall UMA offering. These capabilities enable 
efficiency for the MPA overlay team managing these 
strategies, giving them the scale to manage the  
business today and seamlessly handle future growth.

Scale
This firm processes more than a hundred thousand 
trades each quarter, totaling in the millions annually. 
The Vestmark platform easily scales to accommodate 
these volumes and has significant capacity to handle 
volume spikes and future growth. When the market 
saw increased volatility and the industry as a whole 
experienced extreme transaction volume increases in 
March and April of 2020, this firm’s transaction volumes 
increased nearly 200% during that time. The Vestmark 
platform was able to seamlessly handle the increased 
transactions with no disruptions to service or execution.

Seamless connectivity to distribution
As a cloud-based SaaS solution deployed with 
Vestmark’s outsourced back-office services, 
VestmarkONE required no installation and almost 
no IT involvement from the client. The out-of-the box 
connectivity to new sponsor platforms has allowed 
Natixis to continue to innovate product and grow their 
distribution (and AUM) over the years.

Back-office operations
Natixis wanted to outsource their back-office operations 
– tasks such as daily reconciliation, processing of 
corporate actions, performance calculation and 
composite management, etc. They saw this as an 
opportunity to streamline their internal teams, create 
efficiency and scale, and most importantly, to get into the 
business quickly when they first launched the strategies. 
This also allowed them to offload operational risk and 
focus on the management and trading of the portfolios. 
Vestmark’s experienced team, which has always been 
fully located onshore, was an attractive option for them, 
especially when coupled with the technology. 

The VestmarkONE  
Advantage At-a-Glance
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Rapid time to market, low-effort 
deployment leveraging Vestmark’s 
outsourced back-office services

Scalable, efficient customization 
and tax management via 
automated workflows

True tax lot accounting to  
support tax managed strategies

Seamless connectivity to 
distribution partners

Scale to handle volumes  
and future growth
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Are you ready to create a personalized  
investment journey for your clients?
Call us at (781) 224-3640 or visit www.vestmark.com.

Wrapping It All Up:

As investors increasingly look for personalized solutions, direct 
indexing and customized, personalized index solutions are becoming 
more and more popular investment options. If your firm is looking 
to take advantage of this growing market opportunity for product 
innovation, time to market, efficient automated workflows, and seamless 
connectivity across your distribution network are critical success factors. 
Selecting the right partner can help to ensure that you are able to check 
all of these boxes and set you on a path towards successful growth in 
assets under management.



Headquartered outside of Boston, MA and founded in 2001, Vestmark is a leading provider 
of portfolio management/trading solutions and outsourced services for financial institutions 
and their advisors, enabling them to efficiently manage and trade customized client 
portfolios through an innovative SaaS platform. Supporting over $1 trillion in assets and 
over 4 million accounts, Vestmark is a trusted partner to some of the largest and most 
respected wealth management firms.

Vestmark Inc.
Corporate Headquarters | 100 Quannapowitt Parkway, Suite 205 | Wakefield, MA 01880
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